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inconvenienced and that few would even notice. The NTCA disputes the ABC's assertion that the audience would be 

'in the hundreds' however even if it was, it still does not justify removal of a service that covers the whole of land area 

of the NT, unlike any other radio service. 

An NTCA survey found that 92% of respondents were affected by the withdrawal of services. A survey of all of those 

who lost the service, within and outside the cattle industry, would yield a similar proportion affected. This is the very 

evidence base the ABC should have examined in considering shortwave's future. 

The NTCA considers the ABC's media release of 6 December 2016 'ABC Exits Shortwave Radio Transmission' a 

somewhat facile defence that warrants closer inspection. 

In the release Michael Mason, ABC's Director of Radio, stated, 'while shortwave radio has served audiences well for 

many decades, it's now nearly a century old and serves a very limited audience. The ABC is seeking efficiencies and 

will instead service this audience through modern technology'. 

This remark does not stand up to scrutiny: 

the usefulness of shortwave radio is referred to in the past tense. It was still useful until it was switched off. Did 

Mr Mason check shortwave's level of utility? 

the internal combustion engine is over a century old. Like shortwave it too will be phased out but not until a 

reasonable and affordable replacement is widely available. 

how 'limited' is the audience - can Mr Mason provide some numbers? 

presumably VAST is the 'modern technology' referred to. In the quite common situation of people being away 

from the VAST service how will the ABC 'service this audience with modern technology'? This goes to the very 

heart of the issue. If this 'modern technology' were available users wou Id have gladly embraced it. It's not 

available in vast swathes of the NT. VAST's major limitation is that it's not mobile. 

FM and AM radio have quite limited footprints in the NT. A map of NT with and without shortwave is a study in 

contrast. Many thousands of square kilometres were left with nothing. 

Mr Mason states that the ABC is planning to extend digital radio so more people in Australia's larger population 

centres can access digital radio. This is as irrelevant to shortwave users as it is discriminatory. To compound the insult, 

it is believed the relatively minor savings from axing shortwave radio will go toward improvements to digital radio in 

cities. 

Similarly, ABC media releases of 30 and 31 January 2017 largely, and presumably deliberately, miss the point. One 

media release does acknowledge that a 'small' audience 'favour shortwave radio' as if there is a small group with a 

range of options. This is disingenuous in that the ABC knows full well there are no viable options for this audience. 
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Provision of an 'information awareness program after 31 January 2017' is inadequate and insulting. We are fully aware 

a valuable service has been withdrawn with no adequate replacement. The ABC pledges to 'assist with the transition 

to new technologies'. There is no new technology that replaces shortwave coverage. 

Recommendations: 

The NTCA urges the ABC to: 

1. immediately restore its shortwave service to the Northern Territory 

2. before changing levels of service, survey regional listeners to get reliable information on the value of regional 

services and use this information to inform decisions 

3. build a regional services management plan into its charter that mandates minimum levels of service to all of 

regional Australia 

4. establish a truly representative Rural and Regional Advisory Council to advise the ABC Board 

5. publicly release the information that was provided to the ABC Board that precipitated the removal of 

shortwave radio in the NT. 
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